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Abstract. In this paper, unbounded countable nondeterminism, allowed by adding nondeterminis- 
tic assignments o while-programs, i  studied. 
First, their semantical properties that are expressible in the language of ALNA (Algorithmic 
Logic for while-programs with Nondeterministic Assignments) are considered. Wellfoundedness 
as well as bounded and unbounded nondeterminism for the considered class of programs are 
shown to be expressible in the language of ALNA. A characterization f the weUfounded while 
computation trees is obtained via a notion of approximation by computation trees of suitable 
if-then-else-programs. No use of ordinals has been necessary to that aim. 
The logic ALNA is proved to be sound and complete. 
Introduction 
The naturalness of considering programs with unbounded (countable) nondeter- 
minism can be considered accepted nowadays (see [1-10]). 
The nondeterministic 'descriptive' assignment as nondeterministic construct of a 
procedural programming language has been introduced first by Back [4], who 
considered also some consequences due to the unbounded nondeterminism in the 
framework of denotational nd of operational semantics. 
The expressive power a logical language should have for formulating the weakest 
precondition of nondeterministic assignments in do-od-programs is considered in 
[5, 4]. 
Apt and Plotkin [1, 2] developed a Hoare-like logic for proving partial and total 
correctness of while-programs with the random assignment, but they need to use 
ordinals. 
The literature on dynamic logic evidentiated problems connected with expressing 
looping for programs with unbounded nondeterminism (see, for instance, [7]). 
Mirkowska [10, 9] developed an algorithmic logic for reasoning about while- 
programs, with bounded nondeterminism, also obtaining a completeness theorem 
with respect o arbitrary structures. 
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This paper is an attempt to extend Mirkowska's work to the unbounded case in 
the framework of algorithmic logic as presented in [11]. It is based on an analysis 
of the semantical properties of while-programs with nondeterministic assignments 
according to which wellfoundedness of computation trees can be asserted without 
using ordinals. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 gives the syntax and semantics 
(Section 1.1) and semantical properties (Section 1.2) of while-program schemes with 
nondeterministic assignments. Section 2 gives the syntax and semantics (Section 
2.1), algorithmic properties (Section 2.2), and formal proofs (Section 2.3) for the 
logic ALNA (algorithmic logic for while-programs with nondeterministic assign- 
ments). 
Sections 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, and 2.2 can be considered a revised and expanded version 
of[8]. 
1. Whi /e  program, schemes  wi th  nondetermin is t i c  ass ignments  
1.1. Syntax and semantics 
Let g be a signature, 
• ~ = (({f/" i < ~1~ to}, {'l']i" i < ~:, <tO}), ({Rj : j < ~:2<~ to}, {/,j : j < ~:2 <tO})), 
where *li ~ N,/, j  e hi is the arity of f~, Rj respectively. 
An alphabet over go f  while program schemes with nondeterministic assignments 
is a system 
Alph(,Y, ) = 
( Varind, Varp, {f, " i<~l<~tO},{Rj : j < ~= <~tO}, {true, false}, { v, ^, ~,  ~ }, 
{F_I, skip, ; , / f . . .  then.. ,  else. . . fi, while.., do. . .  od}, 
{(,), :=}), 
where 
Alpho(,v)=(Varind,{fi • i<~l---<tO},{Rj :j<~2<~tO},{true, false}, {v,  ^ , +,  ~} 
{(, ) }) is a X-alphabet of type Lo, o, 
- Varp is a countable set of propositional variables, to be denoted by Pl, P2,. . . ,  
- two atomic program schemes are [-_] (called 'empty') and  
skip. ;, i f . . .  then..,  else...f i ,  while.., do. . .  od are program connectives called 
composition, deterministic choice, and conditioned iteration respectively. 
- Auxiliary signs are (,), :=. 
A Z-language of while program schemes with nondeterministic assignments is a 
system L(X)= (Alph(X), T(X),  Fo(g), P(X)), where 
(1) Alph(g) is a X-alphabet of nondeterministic while program schemes, 
(2) T(g) isthe set of all g-terms, defined as usual, with t~ T(X), 
(3) F0(g) is the set of classical first-order g-formulas without quantifiers, with 
7, 8 e F0(X), 
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(4) P(~) is the set of all while program schemes with nondeterministic assign- 
ments, i.e., the least set containing the atomic program schemes l-l, skip, x := y. 8(y) 
called 'nondeterministic assignment', where x, y ~ Varind and 8(y) e Fo(,S), p := 3' 
called 'propositional ssignment', where p ~ Varp and Y ~ Fo(,S), and which is closed 
w.r.t, the following rules: for every P, P1, P2e P(Z) ,  for every y e Fo(Z), 
P1 ;P2, if y then P~ else P2 fi, while 3" do Pod are in P(Z).  
We shall use the following abbreviations: 
x := t for x := y- y = t, where t is a Z-term; 
Wh~,p for while 3" do Pod; 
pk for P ;P ; . . . ;P ,  k t> l t imes ;  
Ifv.p or if3" then Pfi for /fY then P else skipfi. 
Let L(,Y, ) = (Alph (~), T(Z ), Fo(Z ), P (Z  )) be a language of nondeterministic pro- 
gram schemes. 
(1) A Z-realization A is a structure of signature Z. Bo is the two-elements Boolean 
algebra with unit element t and zero element ft. A valuation v in A and Bo is a 
pair (rind, Vp) of mappings rind: Varind->A and Vp: Varp->Bo. Let Val(A, Bo) be 
A v°'ind xBVa%. A state is a pair (A, v). Let States(A) be the set of all pairs (A, v). 
(2) Realizations in A of terms in T(Z)  are defined by associating to each term t 
a mapping [[ t] : VaI(A)--> A in the usual way. 
(3) Realizations in A of formulas in Fo(-~) are defined by associating to each 
Y e F0(-~) a mapping [[y] : Val(A, Bo)--> 11o, in the usual way. 
(4) Realizations in A of program schemes in P(Z) are defined by associating to 
each program scheme P a binary relation ~P],t c States(A) x States(A), defined by 
specifying a transition system (Conf(A), ->), where Conf(A)=P(£)xStates(A) 
is the set of all configurations and --> (the transition relation) is the least binary 
relation in Conf(A), such that 
(skip, (A, v))-> (l-l, (A, v)), 
ix:= y- 8(y), (A, v))-> ([-_l, (A, via~x])) 
for any a e A such that [8(y)]A(v[a/y]) = tt in Bo. 
(p:= y, (A, v))-> (I-_1, (A, 
iF_l; P, (A, v))-> (e, (A, v)), 
if(P~, (A, v))-->lP~, (A, v')) then (P~ ; P:, (A, v))-> (P~ ; P2, (A, v')), 
(if y then P1 else P:fi, (A, v))-> (P1, (A, v)) 
( if y then P1 else P: fi, ( A, v ) ) --> IP2, ( A, v ) ) 
Iwhile3" do Pod, (A, v))-->(F_], (A, v)) 
(while 3" do Pod, (A, v))->(P; while y do Pod, (A, v)) 
Let -> * be the transitive closure of ->. 
if~y]A(V)=tt, 
if~y~A(V)=ff, 
if[3"h(v)=ff, 
if I[y]IA(V) = it. 
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A computation of P in A from v is every maximal sequence {c~}~ of Configurations 
such that c~ = (P, (A, v)) and, for every i < w, c~ --> c~+~. 
A computation of P in A from v is said to be looping if it is infinite; failing if it 
is finite and its last configuration is of the form (P', (A, v)) with P '#  [-__]; successful 
if it is finite and its last configuration is of the form iV-J, (A, fi)), where fi is said to 
be the result. The set of all results of P in A from v will be denoted by ~P]A(V), SO 
(v, v)e~P]A iff ~E~P]A(V). 
The computation tree of P in A from v, T(P, A, v), is the tree whose root is labelled 
by (P,(A, v)) and where two successive nodes are labelled by (P',(A, v')), 
(P", (A, v")) respectively iff ((P', (A, v'))--> (P", (A, v")). 
A computation tree is finitely branching iff for each of its node (P', (A, v')) the 
set of (/3, (A, ~)) such that (P', (A, v'))--> (/5, (A, t~)) is finite; infinitely branching if 
there exists some node where such a set is infinite (countable); wellfounded if there 
is no looping computation i  it. 
1.2. Semantical properties of while-programs 
Let us recall the basic correspondence b tween Ifv, p and Whv,. programs, follow- 
ing the approach of Mirkowska [10]. 
To every initial segment of a computation of T(Whv,~ A, v~,) whose last configur- 
ation is a Whv,~configuration a d containing n + 1 Why, p-configurations, 
(Why, is vj,) ..->*... ->*(Whv.ts vj,)--> ((P ; Wl%.ts vj,) 4* . . .  ->*(Whv, rs vj,+,), 
there corresponds a successful computation of T(If~,p, A, vj,) 
vj,) * . . .  --> * ' - ' ) ,  ( I f ;  I f " - ' ,  vj,) * . . .  --> * (I-A, vs,+,), 
where A, l) m ~ "y for m =Jb. . .  ,j.. 
1.2.1. Branching proposition 
(i) T(skip, A, v) has a unique computation; (ii) T(p := % A, v) has a unique 
computation; (iii) T(x := y- 8(y), A, v) is (x := y. 8(y), A, v), finitely (infinitely) 
branching iff {a e A[ A, v[a/y]~8(y)} = 0, finite (infinitely countable) respectively; 
(iv) T(P~ ; P2, A, v) is finitely branching iff T(Ph A, v) is finitely branching and, for 
every fi~e[P1]A(V), T(P2, A, vl) is finitely branching; infinitely branching iff 
T(P~, .4, v) is infinitely branching or there exists vl ~ [P1]A(v) such that T(P2, ,4, ~) 
is infinitely branching; (v) T(If~.p,.e,, A, v) is finitely (infinitely) branching iff A, v ~ y 
and T(P1, .4, v) is finitely (infinitely) branching or A, v~---~, and T(P2, A, v) is 
finitely (infinitely) branching; (vi) T(Whv.p, A, v) is finitely branching iff, for every 
k > 0, T(Ifkp, A, v) is finitely branching; infinitely branching iff there exist k > 0 
such that T k (Ifv.e, .4, v) is infinitely branching. 
1.2.2. Failing proposition 
(i) T(skip, A, v) has no failing computation; (ii) T(p :=% A, v) has no failing 
computation; (iii) T(x :=y- 8(y), A, v) has a failing computation (consisting of the 
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configuration (x := y .  8 (y), A, v)) iff {a e A IA, v[a/y] ~ 8(y)} = 0; (iv) 
T(P~ ; P2, A, v) has a fai l ing computation iff T(P~, A, v) has a failing computation 
or there exists ~ e [P~]A(V) such that T(P2, A, ~) has a failing computation; (v) 
T(Ifv.e,.e~, A, v) has a fail ing computation iff A, v ~ T and T(P~, A, v) has a failing 
computation, or A,v~T and T(P2, A,v)  has a fail ing computation; (vi) 
T(Whv, ts A, v) has a fai l ing computation iff there exist k> O, v'e [Ifk.eBa(V) such 
that A, v '~  y and T(P, A, v') has a fail ing computation. 
1.2.3. Lemma on the set of results 
[skip]A(V)={V}, [p := T]A(V)={V[[y]A(v)/p]}, 
~X := y" ~(Y)]A(V)~ {v[a/x]la ~ {a' ~ AIA, v[a' /y]~ 5(y)}}, 
if {a' e AIA , v[a ' /y]~ 8(y)} #0,  
[P,;P2h(v)= U [P21(v'), 
v'¢~Pl](v) 
[if TthenP, else P2fi]A(V)=~ Plh(v) i fA,  v~T,  
[[P2]A(V) i f / ,  V~ ~T, 
[while T do eod]lA(V) = U {v' ~ [if')/then Pfik]A(V)[A , V'~ "" T}" 
k <to 
Termination proposition. To any successful computation of T(Whv.p , A, vj,) with k 
iterations of P, i.e., 
(Why, p, vj,) (Wh ,p, vjh+,) 
-->* (Wh ,p, vj,) * <El, 
it corresponds: 
(a) a successful computation of T(If~,e, A, vj,) with h < k, 
(If  by.p, Vj,) --) * h-1 . . (If%p, Vj~) --) " "--> (]--_J, vj,+,), such that A, vj, ~ % 
for i=1 , . . . ,  h+l ;  
(b) a successful computation of T(If~.p, A, vj,), 
(ifk, p, VA ) ..>, k--I . _.> , k--h (Ifv, p, v~) -, - - -  (Ifv, p ,  vj~+,) ->* - . ,  
-~ * (Ifv.p , vik ) -> * ([-_], fi), such that A, v~, ~ T, 
for i = 1 , . . . ,  k and At, ~ "T ;  
(c) a successful computation of T(If~.p, vj,) 
I--I , • _>,  i i#q-(k--l) Vjk) ._~ , I - k  , (If~,e, vj,) -> * (Ifv.p, vj2) --) .- \u , .p  , (Ifv, p, S) ~ . . .  
--) * (1---/, ~), such that A, v/, ~ % 
for i = l, . . . , Ic, A, ~ -T.  
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1.2.4. Wellfoundedness 
Proposition. For any signature ~,, ,~-realization A, and valuation v in A and Bo, 
(i) T(skip, A, v) is wellfounded, 
(ii) T(p := T, A, v) is wellfounded, 
(iii) T(x := y.  8(y), A, v) is wellfounded, 
(iv) T(PI ; 1='2, A, v) is wellfounded iff T(P1, A, v) is wellfounded and, for every 
Vl E [P1]A(V), T(P2, A, vl) is wellfounded, 
(v) T(Ifv.p~.e:, A, v) is wellfounded iff either A, v ~ 2/and T( P~, A, v) is weilfounded 
or A, v~ --.y and T(P2, A, v) is wellfounded. 
A deeper semantical analysis of T('~Vh~,,p, A, v) is presented in this subsection. 
The first step of this analysis is the following. 
Remark. If T(V~l'h~,,p, A v) is wellfounded, then either (i) or (ii) holds: 
(i) there exists an m > 0 such that, in every computation of T(Wh~.p, .4, v), the 
number of iterations of P is less or equal to m and, consequently, ~Wh~/.e~A(v) = 
[[If:p]]A(V). T(Wh~.p, A, v) is said to be If-equivalent. This is always the case if 
T(Why.e, A, v) is finitely branching; moreover, there are cases when T(Wh~.p, A, v) 
is infinitely branching as shown by the following example. 
Example. while x > 0 do y := z- z > 0; x := x - 1 od. 
(For short, we shall denote, in all examples, every while program scheme by Wh 
and every if-then-else-fi program scheme by If). 
It turns out that 
~Wh]lN(v[2/x][0/y]) = [If2]N(V[2/x][O/y]). 
(ii) Such a maximum number of iterations of P does not exist and, consequently, 
for every k> 0 there exists an l>  k such that ~Ifk, p]A(V)~ [If~j,]A(V). This is the 
case only if T(Why, p, A, v) is infinitely branching. 
The second step of our semantical analysis is the Wellfoundedness Lemma below. 
Let T, T' be computation trees and T '< T denote that T' is a proper subtree of T. 
Definition. A level of T= T(Wh~,p, A, v) is every family ~:= {T~(Whv, p, A, v[)}i< 
a < to such that T~ < T for all i and there exists an n ~> 0 such that for all i the 
number of while configurations in (Wh~,p, A, v) -> * (Why.p, A, v~) is n. 
Definition. T(Wh~,,p, A, v) is If-approximable iff
(i) it is If-equivalent, or 
(ii) there exists a level ~ of it such that every T' e ~ is If-approximable (in that 
case we shall also say, for short, that ~: is If-approximable). 
Wellfoundedness Lemma. For every T~ Fo, PeP ,  structure A, valuation v~ 
Val(A, Bo), T(Whv, p, A, v) is wellfounded iff it is If-approximable. 
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ProoL (~) :  If-approximable ~ wellfounded. 
By the induction implicit in the definition of If-approximable while computation 
tree T: 
(i) Let T be If-equivalent. Every If-equivalent while computation tree is well- 
founded. 
(ii) Let T, at some level, contain the If-approximable family ~:. Let us suppose 
by absurdum that T has an infinite computation 
(Who.e, A, v) --> * . . -  -> * (Wh ,p, A, v') -> * .  • • 
So some T' ~ ~:, T' ~ T(Wh,,.p, A, v') has an infinite computation (Wh~.p, A, v) --> * 
• • .. A contradiction is then obtained• 
(~) :  Wellfounded ~ If-approximable. 
If T is a wellfounded computation tree, then the relation <, between subtrees of 
T, is wellfounded. We can then apply the principle of <-induction on T to prove 
that every while computation subtree of T is If-approximable. 
Basic step: Every subtree T" composed of one leaf of T only is such that T"< T 
and T" is If-equivalent. Consider the If-equivalent maximal T' such that T"< T'. 
Every such T' is If-approximable. 
Inductive step: For T', T" computation subtrees of T, let us prove that 
VT'[VT"(T"< T '~ T" is If-approximable)] ~ T' is If-approximable. 
Let us first consider the family ~ '  of all T' such that every T"< T' is If-equivalent 
maximal and all T" form a level ~" of T'. Since ~:" is If-approximable, also ~;' is. 
Let us now consider the family ~; of all while computation subtrees T' of T. By 
the inductive hypothesis, every proper subtree of T'e ~: is If-approximable, hence 
there exists an If-approximable vel in T', i.e., every T' is If-approximable. [] 
The final step of our analysis is the Wellfoundedness Theorem below that gives 
a characterization f wellfounded while computation trees suitable for expressing 
the wellfoundedness property in the language of logic ALNA (see Section 2.2). To 
this aim, we use the notion of a subtree T' of T maximal w.r.t, a property ~r, for 
short w-maximal, i.e., such that T' satisfies ~r, and every T" such that T '< T" does 
not satisfy ~r. 
Definition. ((1, k)-approximability and k-If-approximability of a wellfounded T = T 
(Wh .p, A, v)). 
(1) T is (0, O)-If-approximable iff it is If-equivalent, i.e., 
[[Wh~.enA(v)=[If~.p]A(v) forsome k<to. 
(2) T is (I, O)-If-approximable iff for every (0, 0)-If-approximable maximal T< T, 
there exist 7"i < T , . . . , . . . ,  T~_~ < T such that: 
(i) T-= To<TI< ' - '<  Tt-1< Tt~- T, and 
(ii) every T~, 0<~j~ < I -  I, is (j, 0)-If-approximable maximal. 
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(3a) T is (l, k+ 1)-If-approximable, l> 0, iff for any k-If-approximable maximal 
T< Tthere exist T~< T , . . . ,  Tt_l< Tsuchthat: (i) T~ To< T~<. • • < Tz_~< Tz--- T, 
and (ii) every Tj, 1 <~j<~ l - 1 is (j, k+ 1)-If-approximable maximal. 
(3b) T is k-If-approximable, k>-O, iff there exists an l>0 such that T is (l, k)-If- 
approximable. 
Figures and examples of wellfounded while computation trees (see also [8]) 
(0, 0)-If-approximation or If-equivalence 
Example: T(Wh, N, v[2/Xo][O, x~]). 
Wh-  whilexo> 0 dox, := x- x> 0; Xo := Xo- 1 od 
Assumed figure: 
( l, O )-If-approximation 
Family of (l, O)-If-approximable trees: T(Wh, N, v[tt/p][O/xo][(n +l/x1)]). 
Wh =-- while xo > 0 v x~ > 0 
do case p: xl := l; p :=false 
" -p  AXo=OAxI>O:  Xo:=X • X>0;  x~:=x~-I 
"~p ^  Xo>0: Xo != Xo- 1 
endcase 
od 
An example of the (2, 0)-If-approximable while computation trees is shown in 
Fig. 1. 
I ! 
' I 
i 
I 
| I 
Fig. 1. 
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k-If-approximation 
Assumed figure: 
( l, k + 1)-If-approximation 
Family of (l, k+ 1)-If-approximable trees, I > 1: 
T(Wh,  N, v[ t t /p  ][0/Xo][O/x~]... [0/xk+~][ n + 1/xk+2]). 
Wh=- wh i lexo>Ov x l>Ov . . .  VXk+I>OVxk+2:>O 
do case p: Xk+2 := l; p :=false 
~p A Xo=O ^  • • • ^  xk+~ =O A X~+2>O: Xk+~ := X • x>O;  
Xk+2 := Xk+2 -- 1 
---p ^  Xo = Oh X~ > O: Xo := X" X> O; X~ := Xl -- 1 
~p  ^  xo>O: Xo:= Xo- 1 
endcase 
od 
An example of the (2, k+ 1)-If-approximable while computation trees is shown 
in Fig. 2. 
I 
I ! 
! I i 
! i 
Fig. 2. 
Wellfoundedm~ss Theorem. A while computation tree T is wellfounded iff it is k-If- 
approximable, for  some k > O. 
ProoL By the Wellfoundedness Lemma, T is wellfounded if[ it is Ifoapproximable. 
Now, a procedure will be defined that will be shown to terminate if[ T is If- 
approximable. It follows from the definition of the procedure that it terminates if[ 
T is k-If-approximable, for some k > 0. 
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Wellfoundedness procedure on T = T( Whv, e, A, v) 
Initial step: (Ik, k) ~ (1, O) 
~:t~,k ~ {(1, 0)-If-approximable maximal subtrees of T having If-equivalent 
subtrees in some levels}, 
Rest~,k ~ {If-equivalent subtrees of T which are subtrees of no tree in ~:~.k}. 
For ~:~.k and Res~k,k, the notations after this proof can help. 
Inductive step: While ~tk, k is not a singleton, repeat he following steps: 
If some of the trees of ~:lk, k are subtrees of no (lk+l, k)-If-approximable maximal 
subtree of T, then k* -k+ 1, 
~ .k  ~ {(1, k)-If-approximable maximal subtree of T having trees in 
~lk_l,k--I ~) Reslk_,--1,k--I as subtrees of some level}, 
ReSo.k *- {trees in ~t~_,,k-~ u Res~k_,_~,k_l which are subtrees of no tree in 
else lk ~ lk + l, 
~:Ik,~  {(lk, k)-If-approximable maximal subtrees of T having trees in 
~;tk_,,k U Restk_,,k as subtrees of some levels}, 
Resz~_~,~ ~ {trees in 9:z~_~,~ u Res~_~,k, which are subtrees of no tree in ~:~k.~}. 
End of the procedure. 
Since every wellfounded T is If-approximable, after a finite number of applications 
of the above procedure, ~:~,k and Res~_,,k are obtained such that ~:~,k is a singleton 
and so Res~_l,k is empty. Such an ~t~,~ is T and is k-If-approximable by construction. 
Conversely, every k-If-approximable T is wellfounded, by definition of k-If- 
approximability. [] 
Notations used in the proof of  the Wellfoundedness Theorem 
~:o,o = {If-equivalent maximal subtrees of T} 
= {(0, 0)-If-approximable maximal subtrees of T}, 
~=1.o ={(1, 0)-If-approximable maximal subtrees of T having trees in ~:o.o 
as subtrees of certain levels}, 
Reso,o = {trees in ~:o.o which are subtrees of no tree in ~t.o}, 
~=2,o ={(2, 0)- If-approximable maximal subtrees of T having trees in ~:t,o u 
Reso,o as subtrees of certain levels}, 
Res~,o = {trees in ~,o  u Reso,o which are subtrees of no tree in ~:2,o}, 
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~:~o,o={(lo, 0)-If-approximable maximal subtrees of T having trees in 
~:~-1,o u Res Zo-2,o as subtrees of certain levels}, 
Res ~_~,o = {trees in ~o-l,o w Resto_2,o which are subtrees of no tree in ~:~o,O}, 
~:~,1 = {( 1, 1 )-If-approximable maximal subtrees of T having trees in ,~o,O w. 
Res~o_~,o as subtrees of certain level}, 
Reso,1 = {trees in ~:to,OU Res~o-l,o which are subtrees of no tree in ~1,1}, 
~i,,~={(11, )-If-approximable maximal subtrees of T having trees in 
~t1-1,1 w ReStl-2,~ as subtrees of certain level}, 
Res~,_~,l ={trees in ~:t,-1,1 w Rest,_2,1 which are subtrees of 
no tree in ;~,,1}. 
~l.k = {(1, k)-Ifoapproximable maximal subtrees of T having trees in 
~:t~_l,k-1 U Rest~_l-~,k-1 as subtrees of certain levels}, 
ReSo.k = {trees in ;~Jk_,,k-1 W Res~k_l_~,k_ t which are subtrees of 
no tree in ~;l,k}, 
~:~k,k={(Ik, )- If-approximable maximal subtrees of T having trees in 
~71k--l,kk..) Resl~-2,k as subtrees of certain levels}. 
2. ALNA: Algorithmic logic for wh//e-programs with nondeterministic assignments 
2.1. Syntax and semantics 
Let 2~ be a signature. An alphabet over Z of the logic ALNA is a system 
Alph *( £ ) = ( Varl,d, Varp, {fi : i < ~1 <~ ¢o}, { Rj : j < ~2 <~ ¢o}, {true, false}, 
{v,^, - , ,  --}, 
{[-_], skip, ;, i f . . .  then. . ,  e lse. . . f i ,  whi le. . ,  do . . .  od}, 
{3,W, v,A'x, <>, o}, {(, ), :=}), 
where 
Alph(,Y, ) = ( Varind, Varp. {fi : i < ~1 <~ ~o }, { Rj : j < ~2 <<- ca}, {true, false}, 
{ v, ^, ->, ---}, {I-l, skip, ; , / f . . .  then. . ,  e lse. . . f i ,  
whi le . . ,  do . . .  od}, {(,), :=} 
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is a 2;-alphabet of type L~,o of while program schemes with nondeterministic assign- 
merits (where Varied, Varp are countable sets of individual and propositional vari- 
ables respectively). Let x, y , . . .  e Vari,d, p, pt . . .  ~ Varp. 
The existential and universal quantifier are 3, V respectively; ~v/, /~ are the 
infinite disjunction and infinite conjunction signs, respectively. 
The 'diamond' operator is O, and [] is the 'box' operator. 
A Z-language of the logic ALNA is a system L*(Z) = 
(Alph*(Z), T(Z), Fo(Z), P(Z), F*(2;)) where: 
- L(2;) = (Alph(2;), T(2;), Fo(Z), P(Z)) is a 2;-language of while program schemes 
with nondeterministic assignments, 
Alph(2;) is an alPhabet over 2; of ALNA, 
F*(Z) is the set of all ALNA-2;-formulas defined to be the least set which contains 
the set Fo(2;) and, by using brackets only to avoid ambiguities, is closed under 
the following rules: 
- if P e P(Z) and 9 e F*(2;), then OP9 and []P9 ~ F*(2;), 
if 9, $ ~ F*(2;), then ~9, 9 v ~, 9 ^  $, 9 -~ ~' ~ F*(2;), 
if 9k ~ F*(2;), for every k e N, and the set of free variables occurring in {gk}k¢N 
is finite, then Wk 9k and /~ k 9k are in F*(Z), 
if 9 e F(2;) and x possibly occurs in 9, then ::Ix(9), Vx(9) ¢ F*(Z). 
We shall use the following abbreviations: 
9<--->~b for ((~o->~)^(O-->~p)), 
~>P9 for 9 v W OPkg, triP9 for 9 v W []Pkg, 
k~ta k<to 
~P9 for 9^ /)~OPkg, ~P9 for 9^ /~Pkg ,  
k<~ k<¢o 
?~P9 for ~P( ~P9(.. -(~3Pg).- .))~m~, 
®P9 for W  Pg. 
i, 
Let 2; be a signatur e and L*(2;) -- (Alph*(2;), T(2;), Fo(2;), P(2;), F*(2;)) be a 
2;-language of ALNA. 
(1) 2;-realization A (see Section 1.1). 
(2) Realizations in A of terms in T(Z) (see Section 1.1). 
(3) Realizations in A of formulas in Fo(2;) (see Section 1.1). 
(4) Realizations in A of program schemes in P(2;) (see Section 1.1). 
(5) Realizations in A of formulas in F*(2;) are defined by associating to each 
2~-formula 9 a mapping [9] : Val(A, Bo) ~ Bo defined as follows: 
(i) for every T in Fo(Z), HyL~(v) is defined as usual, 
(ii) [OPg~A(v) = ttiii there exists a successful computation of P in A from v, 
whose result ~ is such that [[9]A(V)= tt, 
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[[]Pcp]a(v) = tt iff all computations of P in A from v are successful and, for 
every tSe aP]a(v), Hg,]a(~) = tt, 
(iii) realizations of.Y-formulas of the form ---~p, ~p v 0, ~p ^  0, ~0 --> O, =Ix(q0), Vx(~p), 
A~ k~N ~Pk and ~VV~/k.N ~'k are defined as usual. 
Let us recall that q0eF*(.Y) is satisfied in A by v, in symbols A, v~o iff 
I[¢]a(v) = tt; ¢p e F*(.Y) is valid in A, in symbols A~ ~p, iff, for every v e Val(A, Bo), 
[[~p|a(v) = tt; a Z-structure A is a model of ~c  F*(Z),  in symbols A~,  iff, for 
every cp e ~, A ~ ~p. 
A .Y-formula ~ is a semantical consequence of a set • c F*(.Y), in symbols ¢5 ~ ~, 
iff, for every .Y-structure A: if A~ ~, then A~ ~. 
Remark (see [11]). From s of the form x := t or p := 3', a mapping ~ : Varindu Varp--> 
T u Fo can be obtained as follows: 
{~ fory=x,  and gq={3" forq=p, 
sY= fo ry#x q for q #p. 
Moreover, for every t e T, it is the term obtained from t after the substitution of 
every occurrence of x by ix, and for 6 ~ Fo, ~8 is the formula obtained from 8 after 
the substitution of every occurrence of x by ix and of every occurrence of p by gp. 
Conversely, every ~ : Varind u Varp-> T w Fo such that 
(i) ix e T for each x e Varind, 
(ii) ip e Fo for each p e Varp, 
(iii) {x[gx#x}u{p lgpep} is finite, 
uniquely determines an assignment s defined as x := t or p := 3, with t = ix, 3' = gP. 
2.2. Algorithmic properties 
In Section 2.2.1 we consider algorithmic properties whose intended meaning can 
be obtained from the definition of semantics given in Section 2.1. 
In Section 2.2.2 we consider algorithmic properties whose intended meaning 
requires the semantical analysis given in Section 1.2. 
2.2.1 
Termination 
O P true 
--. <> P true 
[] P true 
"-'DP true 
• P has some successful computation. 
No computation of P is successful (so computations of P can be 
either all failing, or all looping, or some failing and some looping). 
All computations of P are successful. 
Not all computations of P are successful (so all the remaining 
possibilities are allowed). 
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Input -output  behaviour 
-<>P(-co) 
0 P true ^  
-<> P( ~ co ) 
-~Pco 
- [ ]P ( -co )  
[] P true ^  
- - [ ]P (~ CO) 
The result of some (successful) computation of P satisfies co. 
No result of (successful) computations, if any, of P satisfies CO. 
The result of any (successful) computation of P satisfies CO. 
The result of every (successful) computation of P satisfies co. 
Every result of every (successful) computation of P satisfies co. 
Some computation of P is not successful or the result of some 
(successful) computation of P satisfies -co. 
P can have some (successful) computation whose result satisfies co. 
All computations of P are successful and some have a result which 
satisfies co while some have a result which satisfies ~ cO. 
Correctness 
COl A O P true ~ O PCO2 
COl A DP  true ~ OPCO2 
COl -* OPCO2 
COl-~OPCO2 
Weak partial w.r.t, col, co2. 
Strong partial w.r.t. ~ ,  CO2. 
Weak total w.r.t, col, co2. 
Strong total w.r.t, qh, ~P2. 
Equivalences 
DP~co ~i2P2, ,  OP~co,-,OP2co, 
( O P~ t rue A "-" O P ,  ~ CO) ~ (<>P2 t rue  A - -  O P2 - -  ~ ). 
2.2.2 
(1) Branching: 
Bd(P) 
Bd(skip) - true 
Bd(x := t) -~ true 
Bd(p := y) -= true 
the computation trees of P are finitely branching 
Bd(x:=y- 8(y))=- ~(3x , . . . ,  x,, (8 (x~)^'"^ 8(x,,) 
-~ (Vz (z ~ x, ^ - - .  ^  z ~ xn)-~-8(z))) )  
(2) 
(3) 
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Bd(P, ;/:'2) - Bd(Pl)  ^  - OPI(-Bd(P2))  
Bd( if 3" then Pi else P2fi) =- (3" A Bd(P1)) v ( -3 '  A Bd(P2)) 
Bd( while ?/do Pod) - --- <~[ if 3" then Pfi](3" A ~Bd(P))  
UBd(P) 
UBd(skip) =-false 
UBd(x :---- t) =-false 
UBd(p := 3') =-false 
UBd(x := y. 8(y)) =- ~Bd(x := y- 8(y)) 
UBd(P1 ; P2)-  UBd(P1) v <> P,(UBd(P2)) 
UBd(if3' then P~ else P2fi) =- (3' ^  UBd(P~)) v (~3' ^  UBd(P2)) 
UBd( while 3, do Pod) - k~/(UBd([/f3' then p fi]k) ) 
Failing: 
Fail(P) there exists a failing computation of P 
Fail(skip) - false 
Fail(p := 3') =-false 
Fail(x:= y.  8(3')) =-Vy. -6 (y )  
Fail( Pt ; P2) =- Fail(P~) v <> Pl( Fail( P2) ) 
Fail(if3" then PI else P2 fi ) =-- (3' ^  Fail( P~ ) ) v (by  ^  Fail(P2)) 
Fail(while 3"do Pod) ~ <~ if 3" then P f i(  y ^ Fail(P)) 
Termination: 
<>PI(<>P2 true) P~ ; P2 has a successful computation 
(3" ^  O P! true) 
v (~y  ^  OP2 true) If~,p,:,~ has a successful computation 
OIf~a,y 
the computation trees of P are infinitely branching 
[] If~,p 3" 
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In some computation of Whv, p the number of iterations 
of P is greater than k. 
In all computations of Wh~,p the number of iterations 
of P is greater than k. 
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(4) 
~Ifk, p ~ Y 
Wellf oundedness : 
wf(P) 
Wf(skip) -= true 
Wf(p := T) -= true 
In some computation of Wh~,p the number of iterations 
of P is less than or equal to k. 
P is wellfounded, i.e., there exists no looping compu- 
tation of P 
Wf(x := y" 8(y)) - true 
Wf(P1 ; P2)-Wf(PO ^  -<>PI(--Wf(P2)) 
Wf(ifT then Pl else P2fi) - (T A Wf(PO) v (-- T ^  Wf(P2)) 
Wf( while y do Pod) - ~k/k (Why, p is k- If-approximable) 
- W ((~)I f , ,p(  (~  If,,p(... ( (~ I f , ,p ) . . . ) ) )  
~-'~k (~ ~ If'r,p(l~k_ [~1 If'r,p('''(~t I~ If'r,p~ 
ik times 
lk_ ! t~mes 
• t 
11 tithes 
Notice that Wf(Wh~,p) cannot be expressed by a simpler algorithmic formula, 
since it is composed of the following formulas, from inside to outside, according 
to the semantical analysis of wellfoundedness: 
I fy ,  p "~ T "~/hr ,  p is (0, O)-If-approximable or If-equivalent, 
Whr, p is (lk, k)-If-approximable, Ik < to, k < to, 
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W (Why v is (lk, k)- I f -approximable)  
Ik 
Whv.v is k- I f -approximable, k < to. 
2.3. Formal proofs 
2.3.1. Axioms and inference rules 
To the axiom schemes for classl~cal logic and for equal ity the fol lowing ones are 
added, where y ~ Fo, ¢p ~ F*, • stands for ~ or [] (the same in all occurrences of  
the same formula),  P e P, s is of  the form x := t. 
O(x:= y" a(y))~0 
El(x:= y" a(y))~0 
*x :=ty  *-~ x :=ty ,  
*[--_l¢ ~ ~, 
*.skip ~0 *-~ % 
* P false, 
Fq P true--> (~ P~p -> [ ]P~ ~p ), 
[q P~p -> <) P% 
3y .~x := y(~p ^  a(y)),  y not in % 
Vy.[]x := y((~ ~ a(y)) ^  3y.a(y)), y not in % 
• (P, ; P~)~0 
OP(cp v ~) <---> 
rqP(~p ^  ~) <o 
• If~,,e,,p,~p -<-> 
[]Wh~,,p~p <--> 
* P,( * P2,p), 
OP~ v OPV.,, 
l-I p~ ^ r-I P~,, 
(y^ • P,,p) v ( -y  A * P2,p), 
k 
(®1,4-,^,))...)1). 
tpi'-> .~'~% /<to,  
J 
A~ (~,)-~,,  i<~o, 
i 
i, k< to, 
i ,k<to,  
Ptp --> [] Ptp for P of  the form x := t or [-_] or skip, and tp ~ false, 
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• s(~lx(~p(x))) 
• s(Vx(~,(x)))  
::ly(. s(* (x := y) tp(x))), 
*-> Vy(* s(*(x:=y)~p(x))) ,  
y not in ~p(x), 
y not in <p(x), 
* P*-" */"/" A~,k' 
/< 
k < to, 
* s(* (x:= y)~p(x))-> 
• s ( :~x . , (x ) )~ ~ ' 
• s(3x(,p(x)))- -> ¢, 
• s ( , (x :=y)¢(x ) ) - ,&  
¢ , - , ,  s ( , (x :=y) ,p (x ) )  * s(Vx(,p(x)) -~, l ,  
,l,-~ * s (Vx .¢ (x ) )  ' * s (* (x :=y) ,e(x) ) - ->¢,"  
Let us assume the usual definitions (see [11]) of formal proofs ~, . . . ,  Oi,. • •, ~,7, 
where 0 < i < , /<  ¢o~, of a formula ~,7 -= ~P ~ F*  from a set • c F*,  and of the formal 
consequence operation, denoted by ~-. 
By taking into account the connection between assignments of the form x := t 
and substitutions, as pointed out in the remark of Section 2.1, the following derived 
inference rule (used in the proof of the completeness theorem) is obtained: 
¢P F*. - -  tpE  
In fact, if ¢p, then ~0, where i is a mapping such that for one, if any, x in tp, g(x) = y 
with y not occurring in ~p, or such that for one, if any, p in ¢p, g(p) = q, with q not 
occurring in tp. Since {x I .~(x)# x}~2 {p[ s (p)#p} is finite, an s of the form x :=y 
0r p := q is uniquely determined. Moreover, * sip can be obtained from iq~. 
2.3.2. Soundness 
Adequacy Theorem. For every formula tp ~ F*, if ~p is a theorem of ALNA, then ~p is 
valid in every structure. 
Proof. (a) All axioms of ALNA are tautologies. We shall only consider the new 
axioms w.r.t, the case of bounded nondeterminism (see [10]). 
The proofs concerning <>(x :=y- 6(y))~o and O(x :=y- 8(y))~o are simply based 
on the semantics of the nondeterministic assignment and of the box and diamond 
operator. 
The proof concerning ~Why.ptp does not introduce any difficulty. 
The proof concerning l-lWh~,pq~ is based on the wellfoundedness. 
(b) The set of all formulas valid in all structures i  closed under all the rules of 
inference. 
The proof follows that in the case of bounded nondeterminism (see [10]). [] 
Corollary. ALNA is consistent. 
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Proof. Let us suppose, by absurdum, that there exists a formula q~ such that ~ (p 
and t---~p. By the Adequacy Theorem, for every structure A and state v, [[q~h(v) = tt 
and ~"q~A(V) = tt. SO, ~(P]A(V) = tt and [q~]A(V) =ff, obtaining a contradiction. [] 
2.3.3. Completeness 
We shall prove the Completeness Theorem for ALNA by the algebraic method 
in [12] already applied in proving completeness theorems for Algorithmic Logic 
(AL) and Nondeterministic Algorithmic Logic (NAL). Let Alg(F*) = 
(F*, V, u,  c~, 3 ,  -1, {(* P)}p~p) be the algebra of formulas of L, V = true, (p u tl, = 
q~v@, (pn@=q~a@, (p~=q~-->@, -a (p = --- (p, (*P)~=*P(p. Let Alg(S(~))= 
(F*/=¢,, V, u,  n,  =:~, --7, {(*P}wv) be the quotient algebra of formulas of a theory 
S(@), with • the set of its specific axioms, with respect o the congruence =~ 
defined as (p ~-~, iff ~-q~ ~,  and ~b- -> (p. 
In AIg(F*), ~¢, is also such that (see [11]) 
if (p -~ o @, then xO~/(* P'~0)~o XOQ'(* P'~b) and /~(*  P'(p)~o/X~(* P'$), i<to. 
i i i i 
So, if I~Pl stands for the equivalence class of (p, V= Itruel, I~01 u 14,1 = I~ v 4,1, I~1 n IV'I = 
I~ ^  V'I, I~I~IV' I  = I~ - '  V,I, -71~1 = I--~1, (* P)I~I = I * P,pl. 
Lemma (on the reduct of Alg(S(O)). 
Alg(S( O)) is a Boolean algebra where: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
I~ l=v  i f f$~- ~, 
1f i l l  = I~1, then }* P~I =l* P@I 
The reduct (F* /~ ¢,, V, ~ ,  c~, ~,  "-1) of 
for every P E P, 
• 4 L = v ,.s<.,,,o,,. 
where., 
t( * s(x:= t q~(x)))l, (v) I,s(3x.~(x))l= UTl,x:= 
(vi) I*s(Vx.~o(x))l=f~l*x:'-t(*s(x:----t~o(x)))l. 
Now a canonical realization A¢ is defined, as usual, as 
A¢= (T, {f,Ao" i < s~,}, {Rj.o : j<  s~2}) 
where 
*' stand for 0 or D, 
f~o(tl, . . . ,  t,~,)=fi(tl, . . . ,  t,,), Rj~(h, . . . ,  t~,~)= l IRa(6,. . . ,  t~,)ll 
~Alg(S($))/V, 
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and V is a prime filter in Alg(S(O)), whose existence is proved in [12], which 
preserves (iv), (v), (vi) in the reduct of Alg(S(O)) with I¢,1 ~ v. 
The quotient algebra Alg(S(O))/V, whose elements are denoted by I1~,11, is 
isomorphic to Bo, since V is a prime filter. 
For v ~ Vale, define the assignment s as x := t with t = v(x) or as p := q with 
t P q = false 
l true 
i f v (p )  = Ilpll, 
if v (p )= Ilfalsell ~ Ilpll, 
if v (p )= II truell # Ilpll, 
in order to state the following lemma on the canonical realization. 
Lemma (on the canonical realization). For every O ~ F*, every v ~ Val~ and every 
x~ Varind, pc  Varp in ~, i~ Val~ such that i (x)=x, i(p)= IIpll, it holds that 
K~B~(i) = I1,11. 
Proof. By taking into account hat [~bB&(v) = [[* s~bB&(i) with s assignment as above 
defined, the proof works as in [10] by induction on the structure of $. 
If $ is atomic, then the statement of the Lemma follows by definition. 
Let us suppose that the set Z of all formulas which do not satisfy the statement 
of the Lemma is not empty. By the Minimality Lemma (see Appendix A) there 
exists an element, tp0 say, in Z, minimal w.r.t, the relation > (see Appendix A). 
In considering all possible forms of tpo, here we only consider those that are new 
w.r.t, the known proofs for AL and NAL, i.e., for tpo of the forms * s( *x := y .  8(y)~p) 
and * s(E]Wh~.pq~). 
(a) tpo is of the form * s(<>x := y. 8(y)tp). 
Let I~o0[ ~ V. By axiom, 
<>x:= y- 8 (y ) ,o3y .  <>x := y(~o ^  8(y)) 
with y not in tp, hence [3y. <>x := y(~ a 8(y))l e V. Since 
* s(<>x := y. 8(y)tp > * s(Vy(q~ <--> 8(y)) ^  3y.8(y)), 
according to the definition of > (see Appendix A), 
• s (Vy( ,  o 8(y))  ^  3y .8(y) )~ z ,  
so that 
• s(Vy(tp<-> 8(y)) ^  =iy.6(y))L~(i)= tt 
and, hence, 
[ .s(<>x := y- 8(y)~) ]~( i )  = tt. 
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> 
Let I~ool ~ v. By the relative axiom, 13y.~x := y(~o a a(y))l z V. By the definition of 
(see Appendix A), 
so that 
* s(Vy(tpe->8(y)) a :ly.6(y))¢~ Z, 
I * s(Vy(~ ~ a(y))  ^  3y. a (y))b.( i )  = f f  
and, hence, 
[[. s(~x:= y. 8 (y ) tp )~( i )=f f  
(b) ~Oo is of the form .s(Fqx:=y. 8(y)~p). 
The proof is analogous to that of (a). 
(c) ~Po is of the form • s(t-qWh~,p~o). 
Let I~ol ~ v. By the relative axiom, [ .s(  W k ~bk)l ~ V, with ~k as in the case of > 
relative to * Wh~,p~o (see Appendix A). Since * s(F-]Wh~,pq~) > • s~k, we have * s~k jt Z 
for every k, hence ~ * stl, k]A~(i) = tt for every k and so, ~ * s(F-lWh~,eq~)]]A,(i)= tt. 
Let Iq~o[~V. By the relative axiom, I*S(Wk~k)I~V. By the definition of >, 
• S~k ~ Z for every k, hence ~ * S~k]~(i) =i f  for every k and so [* s([]Wh~,p~p)~&(i) = 
ff. [] 
Completeness Theorem. For every theory S( O ) on L with • as the set of its specific 
axioms uch that the set of free individual variables occurring in formulas in ~P is finite 
and for every ~ ~ F*, it holds that • ~ ~ iff • ~- ~. 
Proof. (the same as in [12]). It is shown that if ~WO for some ~b, then A~ • and 
AcWq. [] 
Appendix A 
Let us introduce as in [10, 11] an ordering relation in F* as the transitive closure, 
denoted by >,  of the following set of ordered pairs (q~, ~) of formulas. 
Definition of > 
(1) 
(1') 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(4i) 
(,s(,x := y. a(y)~) ,  , s (Vy(~ ~ 8(y))  ^  3y.8(y)), 
(*sT, sT), s o f the formx:=y-y= t, tE T, y~F0. 
( .  s true, true). 
( * s false, false). 
( ,  s ( ,F /q , ) , ,  s~,). 
(* s(*skip ¢), * sq~). 
( ,  s(,p v ¢ ) , ,  s,p). 
~p ~ F*. 
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(4ii) (* s(q~ v ~b), * sO). 
(5,) ( , s ( ,  ^ ~,) , ,s , ) .  
(5ii) ( * S(~0 A ~/t), * St//). 
(60 (* s(tp--> ~b), * s~0). 
(6ii) (* S(~O -> t~), * S~O). 
(7) (* s(~q~), * s~o). 
(8) (*s(*'P,;P2~P), *s(*'PI(*'P2~P))) 
• ' possibly different from * in the sense that * = []  and *' = <) 
or vice versa. 
(9i) (*s(*'If,,el,e2~o),*s(y^ *'P,~p)). 
(9ii) (* s(*'If,,e,,e,~o), * s (~y  ^  *' P2~o)). 
(10i) (*s((>Wh,,eq~),*s(<>If~,p(~y ^ ~o))), k <to. 
(10ii) (*s(DWhv, e~P),*s(Oifv, p (~ i fv .e ( . . . (~ I fv ,  e (~Y^q~)) . . . ) )   
(11) ( *s (~/~i ) , *s tp i ) fo revery i<to .  
(12)  orovo ,<o 
(13) (*s(qx.q~),*s(--~p(t)), 
(14) (*s(Vx.qO,*s('--~p(t)) 
Definit ion of  f 
(I) 
(II) 
(III) 
(IV) 
(v) 
(vI) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
t~T. 
for every t ~ T. 
f(s) =f(true) =f(false) =f(y )  = 1, y ~ Fo, s of the form x := y .  y = t, 
t~T.  
f(  * s~o)=f(s)+ f(~p). 
f ( *  x := y" 8(y)tp) = to. f (8 )  +fOP),  8(y) ~ Fo, 8(y) not of the form y = t. 
f(~o v ~)=f(cp ^ q)=f(~p--> O)=max{f(~o),f(~)}+ 1. 
f(  * Pq~)=f(P)+ f(~p), q~F*, PnotI -_ Jorskip.  
f(  * P1; P2~P) = 2 max{f(  * P~p),f( * P2~)} + 1. 
f(*el(*'Pu~o))=2max{*P,~o,*'P2cp}, * ,* '  as [] or<>. 
f (  * If~.p,,~,2~0) = 3 max{f (y ) ,  f ( *  P, tp),f(* P2tp)} + 1. 
f(*Wh~.v~p) = to (sup{f (Ok)}+l ) ,  ~'k as in (lOii). 
f(:lx.cp )= f(Vx.tp )= f(  rp ) + 2. 
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(XI) f (~ i  ~P,)=f(/~i q~i)=°J'suiP{f(~P,)} +1. 
Lemma (on the monotonicity of f w.r.t. > ). Let q~, d~ be arbitrary in F*. I f  ~p > d/, 
then f(~p) > f (  d/). 
Proof. Let us group, according to the definition of f, all pairs of formulas of the 
base set introduced by the definition of >. For each group we consider just some 
cases, since it can easily be verified, in an analogous way, that the statement of the 
Lemma holds for all the remaining ones of the group. 
(I) <>sT > sT. 
f (  <>sT) = f (s)  + f (  y) = 2. 
f ( sy )= 1. 
(III) <> s( <> x := y " 8(y )~p )> <> s(V y( ~p ~ 8(y)) ^  3y.8(y )). 
f(<>s(<>x:= y" 8(y)~o) =f (s )+ w" f (8(y) )+ f(~o). 
f (  <> s(V yOp *-> 8(y ) ) A 3y.8(y )) ) = f (  s) + max{fOp ) + 4, f (  8(y ) ) + 4} + 1. 
(IV) <>s - ~o >.<>s~p. 
f(<>s~ ~p)= f ( s )+ f(~p) + 1. 
f(<>s~p)=f(s)+ f(~p). 
(v)  v > 
f(<>s(cp v d/))=f(s)+max{fOp),f(~b)}+ 1. 
f (  <> s~o ) = f (  s) +fOp ). 
(VI) <>s(<> P~ ; P2~p) > <>s(<> P,(<> P2q~)), 
f ( <> s( <> P~ ; P2 cp ) ) = f ( s ) + 2 m a x { f ( <> P~ q~ ) , f ( <> P2 ~p )} + 1. 
f (  <> s( <> Pl( <> P2~P))) = f (  s ) + 2 max{f(<> P~ cp ), f (  <> P2~p ) }. 
(VIII) <>s(<>Ifv, pL,p2q~) > <>s(y a<>P~p). 
f(<>s(<>Ifv.p,,,:~0)) =f(s)  + 3 max{f(y), f(<> P~cp),f(<> P2~P)} +1. 
f(<>s(y a <>P~cp))=f(s)+max{f(y),f(<>Pa~o)}+ 1. 
(IX) <>s(<>Wh~.p~p)><>s(<>If~.e(-y^~p)), k< o. 
f (  <>s( <> Whv.p~p))= f ( s )+ oJ (sup{f( Ok)}+ 1 ), 
~k as in the definition of > for * Wh~,e~p. 
f(<>s(<>If~,p(-- ~, ^  ~p))=f(s)+ 3kf(<>P(~'~/ ^ ~p))+ 1. 
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(x) 
(xi) 
(XII) 
~S([:]Why, p~O) > ~Sl~k , k < oJ. 
f (~  s(l-IWh~.p~O))=f(s)+oJ (sup{f( ~k)}+ 1). 
f(OS(Ok))=f(s)+f(Ok), k<co. 
te  T. 
f(  ~ s(:ix.~o ) ) = f ( s) + f(  ~p ) + 2. 
f(Os(--tp(t)))=f(s)+ f(~p(t))+ 1. 
Os(W~o,)>Os~, for every i < ~o. 
f(<>s~o,) =f(s) + sup{f(~,)}, for every i < oJ. 
Since > is a transitive closure of a set of pairs, it remains to prove that, for all 
formulas ~o, ~, X, if ~p > tp and ~> X, then from f(~o)>f(O) and f (O)>f (x)  also 
f(~o) >f(X) follows. In fact, since > is transitive, q~ > ¢, and ~ > X imply ~o > X, and 
since > is also transitive in every subset of the set of ordinal numbers, f(~0) >f(¢,) 
and f(O) >f(X) imply f(~p) >f(x) .  [] 
Minimality Lemma. Every set X : F* of  formulas has a minimal element w.r.t. >.  
Proof. The lemma is proved in the same way as [10, Lemma 4.2]. [] 
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